A Letter from the Executive Director

Dear Friends,

As I walk through my neighborhood with my son, husband and french bulldog in tow, I often take in our little Winnemac Park ecosystem: the trees blooming in unison, a little brown bunny hopping through the brush looking for greens and vibrant butterflies floating from flower to flower doing their part to keep the system running smoothly. The birds don’t ruminate over last year’s migration path or worry about this season’s mating strategy. Every living creature in the park goes about their business, always knowing what needs to be accomplished at any given moment and only focused on that moment. The harmony of nature is marvelous.

And then, shortly after, as we walk home I often ponder how humans have veered so far off course. We live out of balance most of our lives. We see this everywhere in our society. If you are lucky, this may look like an unsettled feeling hanging out in the background, but for many, it looks like chronic disease and destructive behavior patterns that cause deep suffering. Look closely at your life and the lives of those you love. Do they feel harmonious?

Unlike humans the rest of nature is almost always paying attention to the warning signs that something is “off” and making the necessary adjustments. Afterall, survival is at stake. Just look at the example of the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004. Like most natural disasters, almost every non-human creature noticed the subtle shift in the environment and went to higher ground long before the first waves hit the shore.

So, what is responsible for the human imbalance crisis and why are so many of us willing to tolerate the suffering that comes with it?

The short answer: our minds are responsible for most of our problems and the reason we tolerate it is because we believe the stories the mind is telling us.

But, what I am here to tell you is we are not our minds. Our minds can and should be trained to work for us, not the other way around. What gets me out of bed every morning is the opportunity to work with an incredible team who develop tools that help young people get back in touch with who they really are, not who their minds tell them they are, getting them back to a place where harmony, creativity and joy reside in all of us.

Erika’s Lighthouse has been at the forefront of transcending teen depression. We deeply understand that in order to elevate the next generation beyond these destructive conditioned mind patterns we have to stay focused on the basics, which include:

- Creating tools to open up dialogue about depression and mental health in classrooms and in homes;
- Connecting youth to real stories of resilience and finding hope;
- Providing opportunities for teens to be a part of something bigger through peer to peer awareness campaigns and clubs;
- Placing emphasis on teaching core functions that bring our lives back into a state of balance - things like meditation, being in nature, sleep hygiene, nutrition, exercise and so on.

Everything Erika’s Lighthouse strives to do and offer is simple, accessible and highly functional for our school communities. This summer we will be debuting a new website featuring a refreshed look and a rebranding of our middle school and high school classroom programs now called, The Erika’s Lighthouse Programs. You might have also noticed that we updated our logo, which after 14 years, was long overdue. Can you find the hidden “E”?

As you take a deeper dive into this report, I hope you are filled with hope and possibility. We can’t thank you enough for your loyalty, dedication and support of our shared mission to Get Depression Out of the Dark. If you would like to find out more about how you can get involved or make a donation, please visit our website at www.erikaslighthouse.org.

Wishing you a peaceful and balanced year,

Heather Freed, LCSW
Executive Director
2017 in Numbers

**Our Impact**
- 77,492 Total teens educated
- 1,142 Total adults educated
- 1,070 Total general education

**Total Impact**
- 80,004

**Our Financials**
- **$639,747**
  - Income
    - Fall Appeal—$198,398
    - Spring Party—$170,664
    - Donations—$134,784, 804 individual donors
    - Chicago Marathon—$73,637
    - Grants—$57,652, 12 grants
    - Other—$4,611
  - Expenses
    - Programming—$290,823
    - General & Administrative—$107,675
    - Fundraising—$65,453

**Income**
- 27%
- 9%
- 11%
- 21%
- 31%

**Expenses**
- 24%
- 14%
- 62%

**Communities**
- 114 Total communities served
- 176 Total schools & organizations served
- 78 New school partners in 2017

**Total states teaching Erika’s Lighthouse programs**

**Programs**
- 16 Total Teen Clubs
- 221 Total Erika’s Lighthouse programs
- 6 Total general awareness programs
- 18 Total adult programs
- 261 Total programs delivered

**Website**
- 1,241 Total Parent Handbook downloads
- 132,000 Total website visitors

**Including**
- 44 audiobooks
- 23 e-books
- 1,174 website downloads
Johnny is a mental health advocate and four-time Team Erika’s Lighthouse marathoner.

At 22 years of age, fresh out of college, I had a mental breakdown. Not just a temporary moment of feeling low, or a fleeting bout of sadness that goes away after a couple weeks’ time – but a crisis that by all markers was a public health emergency.

It was an episode triggered by a perfect storm of factors: My sophomore year of high school I was diagnosed with Crohn’s Disease – a gastrointestinal disorder in which one’s immune system attacks their digestive organs – and it would test the limits of my humanity. I would spend close to a decade of my life searching for hope - struggling physically, mentally and spiritually. With a lot of help and unwavering support from loved ones, I weathered storms that would prove to be temporary. I sought professional help and went to therapy. I confronted hard truths about who I was and the nature of my reality. And finally, I found Erika’s Lighthouse.

Through Erika’s Lighthouse I have learned that our minds and bodies are profoundly healable. That I, as a young man who had never run more than 3 miles in his life, who was 40 pounds heavier, who was struggling daily with depression and suicidal thoughts, could rise above the odds and conquer some formidable obstacles.

I have learned the importance of intervention and programming. In many ways, the biggest hurdle I faced in overcoming chronic illness was the fight I had to wage against depression. Sick with no full recovery in sight, I spent years trudging through episodes of profound despair – moments of psychological pain that made the simplest of tasks feel like herculean undertakings. I have no doubt, that had the Erika’s Lighthouse programs been in my school, I would have sought help well before reaching a point of crisis.

I have learned that the Erika's Lighthouse mission is powerful. When we make a commitment to educating our communities about teen depression and eliminating the stigma associated with mental illness, we empower all of our teens to talk openly about their mental health, bolstering their capacity to heal.
6th Annual Bump Out Depression Beach Volleyball Tournament

“Bump Out Depression!” is our Young Adult Board’s annual beach volleyball tournament benefiting Erika’s Lighthouse and our mission to Get Depression Out of the Dark. Teams of eight to ten play in a double elimination beach volleyball tournament with fun prizes awarded to the first and second place teams. During the tournament, participants receive t-shirts and enjoy complimentary refreshments; sun and fun at North Avenue Beach in Chicago. Join the Young Adult Board on August 25th from 10am to 1pm. To register, go to www.erikaslighthouse.org by August 1st.

2018 Bank of America Chicago Marathon

For the fifth year in a row, Erika’s Lighthouse has an official charity team in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon. In addition to running 26.2 miles, our marathoners have a goal to raise $70,000 by race day. Consider making a contribution at: erikaslighthouse.org/events-chicago-marathon or join us on October 7th to support our 47 marathoners making strides against stigma at Chicago’s most coveted race!

Save the Date: Celebrating 15 years of being a Beacon of Hope for Adolescent Depression

Erika’s Lighthouse has been providing schools and communities with tools and resources for promoting positive mental health messaging since 2004. Join us on Saturday, May 18, 2019 to recognize 15 years of Erika’s Lighthouse.

Our Highlights

43 Team Erika’s Lighthouse runners raised a total of $70,753 (with 948 donors) in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon.

Erika’s Lighthouse Teen Clubs are extracurricular programs in schools through which teens themselves develop initiatives to promote good mental health and break down stigma in their school. Teen Clubs are now expanding both locally and nationally and also are starting to grow into middle schools!

In Fall 2017, we launched our newest high school program, The Erika’s Lighthouse Program: Depression & Suicide Awareness for High School Students, which includes a new video featuring 7 diverse young people sharing their stories.

The Erika’s Lighthouse Young Adult Board held its 5th annual “Bump Out Depression” beach volleyball tournament in August, and engaged many new young adults in the Erika’s Lighthouse mission through various social events during the fall, winter and spring.

Erika’s Lighthouse is entering its 15th year and with that has been working on a new look! We are in the process of refreshing the organization’s website and also updated the logo. Keep an eye out for our new site at www.erikaslighthouse.org.

The 2018 Hope Grows gala planted the seed for future growth of our programs. Our annual event raised roughly $95,000 with 165 attendees. Thank you to all of our donors and supporters.
WHY WE ASK FOR YOUR E-MAIL

We get it. Everyone gets inundated with e-mails. However, here at Erika’s Lighthouse, we do not send more than one or two emails per month, and the information you’ll receive is similar to the annual report you are reading now. Our goal is to share with you how we’re spending your donations, alert you to events that we’re hosting, and update you on major changes and new initiatives that happen here at Erika’s Lighthouse. We promise we won’t spam your inbox, and everything we send will be quality, relevant and infrequent. Thank you for understanding and adding your e-mail to our list! Please include your email the next time you make a donation, or go to www.erikaslighthouse.org and click “sign up” at the bottom of the page!

Get Depression Out of the Dark!®